
Rhino Campers
Compact

Tough

Why A Rhino

Our Rhino's are designed for rugged terrain. They are STRONG, LIGHT and
COMPACT. They are dust proof, water proof and rust proof. Our fibreglass
technology is behind this. Fibreglass has a superior strength to weight ratio
to steel or aluminium. We take this one step further  as-well by using a fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP) sandwich system in all of our campers. 

More comfortable

Customizable

Affordable

Easy to use and maintain

With limited power off-road, you rely largely on the insulation of your tiny
home to stay comfortable. Unlike aluminium or steel, fibreglass is not a heat
conductor but an incredibly effective insulator! Our shell consists of a
15mm multilayered system which keeps you cool in summer and warm in
winter. 

Tougher

No-ones journey in the outback will be the same and our campers are
designed to accommodate accordingly. The SIMPLE DESIGN of our
campers enables us to easily customise them to ensure that you are
equipped for whatever you have planned.

Our campers range starts at under 20k with our standard inclusions. Our
base models are designed to be affordable and with plenty of options to
upgrade, there is a camper for pretty much anyone. 

Our campers are designed to be simple and easy to use. With zero set up,
anyone, anywhere can have a hassle free trip. Since our campers don't rust
and have on separate trailer to worry about maintaining, they are the easiest
on the market to maintain. 

Contact Us
info@rhinocampers.com.au
0425 317 678
www.rhinocampers.com.au

Tough

No Towing

No 2nd Rego

Less Maintenance Less Fuel

Park Anywhere

Drive Anywhere



Inclusions
double bed

84 litre water tank with electric

water pump and tap

2x 12v lights in the cabin

1x 12v light in the outdoor kitchen 

2x opening side doors + 1 at the

back

4x wind up legs for loading

and storing the camper

2x wind out windows with fly

screens 

complete inner lining with marine

grade fabric

removable prep table

full under bed storage

usb and cig sockets

Rhino Compact

Our Rhino Compact's come in either a 2.1 or 2.4 configuration to suit any tray size. Complete with
a kitchen, double mattress, ample storage and a handy 12v set up in both the sleeping and kitchen
areas, this camper has everything you need to go off road. This model is light (the 2.1 weighs just
300kgs), has a low profile and has no canvas or aluminium, which gives it one of the highest
thermal capacities on the market. The camper is also one of the most affordable on the market!
This model is perfect for anyone looking to go off-road or simply looking for an affordable second
home which is easy to store and take out when the wind calls!


